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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed
on demand. Paperback. 192 pages. Dimensions: 9.6in. x 6.7in. x 0.4in.Step by step. Angela Rogers
measures her words, even her body language carefully. She cannot afford a slip of the tongue, a
single mistake, or betrayal of feelings. If she does, the careful world she has so delicately
constructed will come crashing down around her. It is 1964 in Roosevelt, Long Island, and the Rogers
family has moved into a new home from their Brooklyn neighborhood. And Angela Rogers can
breathe a sigh of relief. Being a light-skinned black girl in a black neighborhood, Angela suffered
abuse from her classmates, taunts from the neighbors and betrayal from her friends. Now arriving
in the pristine, practically all-white neighborhood of Roosevelt; Angela is determined not to suffer
the indignities of her past. She decides to pass as white, thereby insulating her from any racial
backlash from her new white neighbors. Julian Foster, a handsome black school athlete, is in a
forbidden relationship with a girl from the neighborhood, but they are heading for a breakup due
to the pressure from each others families. One fateful night, both Angelas and Julians...
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This is an remarkable publication that I have ever read. Indeed, it is actually engage in, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. I am just happy
to inform you that this is the best publication i have got go through during my personal lifestyle and may be he finest ebook for actually.
-- Toby B a um ba ch-- Toby B a um ba ch

Undoubtedly, this is actually the best operate by any publisher. It is among the most amazing pdf i have got read. Its been printed in an exceptionally
straightforward way which is just after i finished reading this book in which actually altered me, change the way i believe.
-- Deonte K ohler  PhD-- Deonte K ohler  PhD
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